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• Plug the data directly to the test scripts based
 on the requirements
• Provide bulk data and eliminate the turn-around time
• Complex test data architecture
• Distributed testing teams across five countries
 in varied time-zones
• Volume of test cases, number cycle executions
 demanding high volume of test data supply in short
 turneaorund time
• Execution downtime due to slower turnaround in
 provisioning test data
• Addressing complex data requirements with unique
 real-time conditions (for example, the final settlement of 
 loan repayments)
• Repeated test data requests for each Database refresh 
 time / Change of Environment Figure 1: A High Level prototype

   of DPN tool

Abstract
Quality of testing has a large dependency on right quality test data apart from scope & requirement clarity, source code quality, test 
environment . However, quality of test data many times is big challenge for testers. In the process of preparing quality data, delays are 
inevitable resulting in cost and schedule over-runs. In order to circumvent these challenges, we have created a tool-based solution to 
accelerate test data selection / preparation. This solution has resulted in reduced time to market and improved quality of testing. 

In this paper, we have explained two key aspects necessary in practicing test data management:
• A simple, easy to use innovative tool baptized as “DPIN tool” (Data Plug-In tool) helping testers / business users in creating   
 effective test data for faster execution of test cases / scripts.
• Optimization of test data requirements that result in shortening the test data preparation life cycle.

About the Client
The client is one of the largest diversified financial institutions in Germany. The client operates in about 340 branches in Germany 
with 7000+ employees and 6 million customers. Hexaware was involved in testing the migration of their legacy based in-house 
banking system to a new product based core banking system.

Business Case
The bank’s core banking initiative was massive and involved 200+ functional specifications, with 70+ interfacing systems. The 
challenge was to provide test data support in a multi-vendor environment in which the test teams were working from more than ten 
locations in five countries. 100,000+ test scripts were prepared with numerous releases and test cycles.
In order to expedite testing, we created this quick fix tool to provide test data. The test data team used the tool to deliver more than 
two million test data for System Integration, User Acceptance Testing and Migration Testing.

Why Data Plug-In Tool
Industry statistics reveal that nearly 30% of test execution failures are due to improper test data. Hence, identification of right set of 
data is business critical activity. This makes test data management an integral part of software testing life cycle. One of the 
contributors in speeding up test data process is to automate the process. However, the solution should not be an overhead prolonging 
the entire test data process resulting in cost over-runs. With this objective, we applied our thought process to evolve a simple but 
effective test data preparation tool – the DPIN tool. 

Following are the factors and scenarios that led us to this innovation:
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Common test data required for all of these scenarios are, eligible customer records with:
• Sufficient funds in their cash account
• Sufficient positions in their holdings account
• Customers who satisfy trade compliance clauses

The shown matrix is an abridged version of a coverage matrix that we have used in the project. According to this matrix, there are 96 
end-to-end test scenarios that may require a similar set of customer records as test data. The necessary criteria are supplied as inputs 
to the DPIN tool. Once the query is executed, the list of test data will be available to the team for review and further upload into a 
test management tool.

DPIN tool within the Big Picture
The below figure illustrates the architecture of DPIN tool in a typical test data management system. This tool is strategically made 
available for the testing team apart from the test data management / DPIN team. The prime advantage of this tool is, eliminating 
direct access to the test database for the testing team. This avoids polluting the test database and data corruption by multiple user 
access.

Table 1: Test Data
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DPIN Tool - How it works:
The tool provides a user interface that builds a query or a procedure based on the selection criteria provided by the user. This is 
triggered by an SQL engine to fetch the data from a specified data source in a selected test environment. The tool is highly 
configurable and parameterized. The developed query by a naïve user is verified for syntax compliance and then executed using an 
interface command. The fetched results are shown in a table format which can be exported into an Excel or a Notepad format. The 
tool is integrated with a test management tool (HP’s QC). This integration enables pushing the fetched results into QC, plugging the 
data to the respective test scripts.

Usage Scenarios:
DPIN tool is agile by nature in supporting test data requirements. To understand the effectiveness of the tool, the following scenario 
is discussed with an example:

Similar and repeated data requests:
In typical large business software implementations, business coverage testing involves usage of large sets of test data. DPIN tool helps 
the test team to identify the required sets of data with a query builder interface.
Let us consider testing a trading system which involves scenarios as shown below in the matrix.  



Limitations of Tool:
Like any tool, DPIN tool has certain limitations where test data is necessary to customize the fetched data and supply the proper set of 
data for execution

Figure 2: DPN Tool in the System
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Conclusion: 
There could be a robust test data management strategy shouldering the test data requirements for critical projects where large volume of 
test cases execution involved for each cycle. But still, human errors contribute around 30% of defects using improper data. Hence, instead 
of teams directly working with the test databases, usage of interface tools like the DPIN tool secures data manipulations and nullifies human 
error in data identification process. This ensures accuracy in fetching the right data. In addition, if the test data management team follows 
quality procedures and optimizes data usage, an approximate 30% of TDM effort and additional execution downtime effort could be saved. 
On an average, this solution and the optimization practice put together reduces testing budget by 10% for large engagements.


